
           FROM THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK 
 
1. With reference to the story, choose the appropriate option 
which states the name of Anne's sister. 
  

a) Marie 

b) Julie 

c) Margot 

d) Margaret 

  

Answer: d 

  

2. Choose the reason behind Anne's inability to get closer to her 
friends: 

  

a) She couldn't talk about her personal stuffs to them  
b) Her friends were not at all understanding 

c) She didn't want friends 

d) None of the above 

  

Answer: a 

  

3. How old was Anne’s father when he married her mother? 

  

a) thirty -four  
b) thirty -five 

c) thirty -six 

d) thirty -two 

  

Answer: c 

  

4. Why did Anne describe her family in the diary? 

  

a) She liked talking about her family. 

b) She would forget facts about her family. 

c) To introduce Kitty to her family 

d) No one would understand it if she dove right in. 

  

Answer: d 

  

5. How many teachers were there in Anne's School ? 

  

a) 1 



b) 10 

c) 8 

d) 9 

  

Answer: d 

  

6. What was the subject of the poem Anne wrote about in the 
third assignment? _____________. 
  

a) her own self  
b) her own mother 

c) a  family of ducks 

d) her school teacher  
  

Answer: c 

  

7. With reference to Anne, what are the traits of a student? 

  

a) Studying 

b) Walking 

c) Running 

d) Talking 

  

Answer: d 

  

8. Assertion : Mr. Keesing was happy with Anne Frank. 
Reason : He assigned her extra homework. 

  

a) Both assertion and reason are correct and reason is the 
correct explanation of assertion. 

b) Both assertion and reason are correct but reason is not the 
correct explanation of assertion. 

c) Assertion is true and reason is false. 

d) Assertion is false and reason is true. 

  

Answer: d 

  

9. Anne had ________ number of siblings: 

  

a) 1 

b) 2 

c) 0 

d) She didn't have a sibling but a cousin 



  

Answer: a 

  

10. _______ was the name of the city where Anne and her sister 
were sent to live with their grandmother. 
  

a) Aachen  
b) Munich  
c) Bonn 

d) Berlin  
  

Answer: a 

  

11. _________ was the language in which the diary was 
originally written. 
  

a) French language  
b) Dutch language  
c) English language  
d) Spanish language  
  

Answer: c 

  

12. Mr. Keesing was annoyed with Anne, choose the reason: 

  

a) Her weakness in Maths 

b) Her talkative nature 

c) As she never did her homework 

d) All of the above 

  

Answer: b 

  

13. Anne describes her father as: 

  

a) Angry 

b) Annoying 

c) Adorable 

d) All of the above 

  

Answer: c 

  

14. Choose the reason behind Anne's inclination towards 
keeping a diary: 



  

a) she likes the idea of it 

b) her love for writing 

c) her loneliness 

d) to let people read about her life 

  

Answer: c 

  

15. The farewell with ________ bought tears in Anne's eyes: 

  

a) Mr Kipling 

b) Sister 

c) Mrs Kuperus 

d) Grandmother 

  

Answer: a 

  

16. How did Anne want her diary to start ? 

  

a) with an introduction 

b) without an introduction 

  

Answer: a 

  

17. What was the age Of Anne's father when he married his 
wife (Anne's mother)? 

  

a) 36 

b)34 

c) 32 

d) 30 

  

Answer: a 

  

18. With reference to the story, the ducklings were compared 
with: 

  

a) the teachers 

b) the soldiers 

c) the chalk in the chalk box 

d) the students 

  

Answer: d 



  

19. Pick out the sentence that brings out the meaning of 
‘brooding’ as used in the extract ? 

  

a) The mysterious house on the hill is still brooding above the 
village. 

b) The people at the stock market always keep brooding about 
the gains. 

c) He was brooding over the matter and took a long time to 
decide. 

d) Suspense and drama were brooding at the site of the 

investigation. 

  

Answer: b 

  

20. Assertion : Anne Frank was all alone in the world. 
Reason : Her parents had left her. 
  

a) Both assertion and reason are correct and reason is the 
correct explanation of assertion. 

b) Both assertion and reason are correct but reason is not the 
correct explanation of assertion. 

c) Assertion is true and reason is false. 

d) Assertion is false and reason is true. 

  

Answer: c 
 


